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Abstract—While preparing students for careers beyond grad-
uation, HBCU faculty often have to balance the priorities of
bridging the gap between the level of student preparation and
the expected level of preparedness as influenced by industry
and discipline standards. Prioritization of these standards does
not always align with the experience of students at Historically
Black College and Universities (HBCU) and Minority Serving
Institutions (MSI). The Association of Computing Machinery
(ACM) 2013 Computer Science Curricula guidelines highlight
version control as one of many core tools in the Social Issues
and Professional Practice (SP) Knowledge Area students should
experience in their upper-level software engineering courses.
Research has demonstrated that at this level, students receive
exposure to the tool but are not able to gain sufficient mastery.
Other researchers have advocated for version control being
introduced earlier in the computer science curricula. There is
limited research that indicates that this particular tool improves
the learning outcomes for students or significantly complements
the other ACM Knowledge Areas. This paper explores the
challenges experienced by an HBCU faculty member while
integrating GitHub into an advanced programming class. It is
important to note, there is no research that directly addresses
the use of version control in predominately African American
classrooms.

Index Terms—programming education; computing education;
version control systems; GitHub

I. INTRODUCTION

HBCU students typically start introductory computing
courses less prepared to handle the same rigor as their
peers at PWI serving institutions and may not benefit in the
same way from the introduction of version control. Faculty
should prioritize improving students’ computational thinking
skills and thereby improve their ability to develop algorithms,
decompose tasks, perform problem abstraction and program
incrementally. Currently, the vast majority of introductory
[Computer Science] courses are programming focused, in
which students learn about concepts in computer science (e.g.,
abstraction, decomposition, etc.) through the explicit tasks of
learning a given programming language and building software
artifacts. [1]

The CS2013 guidelines, encourage the development of soft
skills (such as teamwork, verbal and written communication,

time management, problem solving, and flexibility) and per-
sonal attributes (such as risk tolerance, collegiality, patience,
work ethic, identification of opportunity, sense of social re-
sponsibility, and appreciation for diversity) as necessary for
the workplace. [2] The CS2013 guidelines also list the Pro-
fessional Practice Knowledge Areas that make up the profile
of a Computer Science graduate. One particular skill, version
control, is highlighted as a core tool that computer science
students should have exposure to as they gain competency in
tools and environments.

II. BACKGROUND

”Git has become a widely used tool for enabling collabora-
tion – in an industry-wide survey of over 16,000 data scientists
conducted by Kaggle, 58.4% of the 16,000 respondents said
that Git was the main tool used for sharing code in their
workplace.” [3] GitHub is a social coding site that utilizes
Git commands for repository management. ”Despite GitHub’s
growing presence in programming classrooms, to date, few
studies have explored how GitHub and the design of its im-
plementation shape students’ learning outcomes and classroom
experiences.” [4]

Lawrance, Jung, and Wiseman [5] citing Reid and Wilson,
integrated Git into a CS1 classroom for non-CS engineering
majors. In their conclusion, ”Although distributed version
control often confused students, they had little difficulty in
adopting its workflows and never asked “when am I ever
going to use this?””. The paper did not mention any processes
for evaluating what students learned. It only highlighted their
ability to use Git which would in turn be useful in a future
career. To be clear, Git is the version control system underlying
GitHub. GitHub presents its usage through a graphical user
interface.

Many studies highlight GitHub’s usefulness as a mechanism
for improving collaboration, supporting group work and intro-
ducing students to industry tools. [6] [4] Rocco and Lloyd
[7] discuss the advantages of introducing GitHub early in
CS1 classes because it creates good software development
habits. By following the software development process, it
is implied that students develop their incremental, iterative978-1-6654-4905-2/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE



programming skills. The qualitative analysis of this particular
study, however, only focuses on the subjective quality of
the code and does not reinforce any measurable learning
outcomes.

III. METHODS

At Spelman College, introductory courses’ learning ob-
jectives include developing computational algorithms for
problem-solving and team work skills; demonstrating algorith-
mic thinking in a variety of contexts and thorough examination
of computing fundamentals; translating algorithms into high-
level programming languages that execute. The students in
those courses are STEM majors but not all major in Computer
Science. To justify prioritizing the introduction of version
control, through GitHub, into introductory HBCU classrooms
there must be evidence that version control improves student
learning outcomes. One course, Computer Science I, aimed
at first and second year students, introduces GitHub into the
classroom to familiarize students with version control. To gain
a better understanding of how students’ learning objectives
were affected, GitHub was introduced systematically over
the course of three semesters to observe student outcomes.
Namely, the objective of improving their computational think-
ing skills as measured by improvements in their incremental
programming skills. Students were predominately female and
African American and the instructor was an African American
female as well.

Observations over three semesters indicate that the majority
of students had never been introduced to version control, Git,
or GitHub. For many of those students, this was their first-
or second-time programming. The combination of trying to
master the fundamental skills needed for advanced program-
ming and learning to use GitHub proved overwhelming for
many. After refining the instruction method in Fall 2020,
students were noticably more capable of utilizing GitHub as an
assignment submission tool but its effect on their incremental
programming skills was still not clear. For each program the
student’s repository data was collected. Data points such as
commit frequency and assignment grade were compiled for
each assignment. Data analysis is currently underweigh to
assess if there is a measurable quantitative impact on the
student’s learning outcomes.
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